Intercalation of HF, H2O, and NH3 Clusters within the Bilayers of Graphene and Graphene Oxide: Predictions from Coronene-Based Model Systems.
Understanding molecular interactions with monolayers and bilayers of graphene and its derivatized forms is very important because of their fundamental role in gas sensing and separation, gas storage, catalysis, etc. Herein, motivated by the recent realization of graphene-based sensors for the detection of single gas molecules, we use density functional theory to study the noncovalent interactions of molecules and molecular clusters with graphene, graphene oxide, and graphane, which are represented by coronene-based molecular model systems, C24H12 (coronene), C24OH12 (coroepoxide), and C24H36 (perhydrocoronene), respectively. The objective is to understand the structural and energetic changes that occur as a result of adsorption on monolayers and intercalation within bilayers. To begin with, the interactions of coronene, coroepoxide, and perhydrocoronene with a variety of small molecules like HF, HCl, HBr, H2O, H2S, NH3, and CH4 are studied. Subsequently, the binding of coronene and coroepoxide substrates with molecular clusters of HF, H2O, and NH3 is studied to understand the strength of adsorption on the substrates and the effect of substrates on hydrogen-bonding interactions within the molecular clusters. Further, bilayers of the model systems, namely, coronene-coronene, coronene-coroepoxide, and two configurations of coroepoxide-coroepoxide (one in which the oxygen atoms are facing each other and the other in which they do not face each other) are generated. The energetics for the nanoscale confinement or intercalation of the clusters within the bilayers along with the impact of the intercalation on the intermolecular hydrogen-bonding interactions are investigated. Our coronene-based model systems can provide a simple way of describing the rather complex events that occur in representative regions of graphene-based heterogeneous substrates.